COVID-19 Protocol for Bartle Scout Reservation – 2023

Quarantine days are counted in a prescribed manner. The onset of symptoms or if asymptomatic the test date is considered day zero. Then the number of appropriate quarantine days are added and the individual may return to camp on the following day. (Example: Illness onset/test 12/1, Quarantine until 12/11, Return on 12/12.)

Close contact is defined as within 6 feet or less of a known COVID positive person for more than 15 minutes indoors. Outdoor exposure will be considered and determined individually.

TESTING – Only symptomatic or high risk individuals will be tested for COVID-19. (Health Lodge staff and providers may test camp staff or campers at will as indicated.)

SYMPTOMATIC VACCINATED OR UNVACCINATED (to wait in tent alone not on porch or in Health Lodge)

- Test with rapid Antigen test
  - If POSITIVE – Quarantine off Reservation X 10 days.
    - Contact Tracing - Ask for list of cabin/tent mates, any others that could be considered close contact indoors
  - If NEGATIVE – (with no alternative diagnosis)
    - Return to duties/activities,
    - Rest/hydrate if indicated by symptoms
    - Avoid close contact with others
    - Consider wearing a mask around others in close quarters, car, bus, tent, cabin
    - Return to Health Lodge for retesting in 1-2 days if symptoms do not improve.

CLOSE CONTACT EXPOSURE TO KNOWN POSITIVE BUT ASYMPTOMATIC (see definition above)

- VACCINATED – No need for quarantine
  - Watch for symptoms
  - Consider wearing a mask around others in close quarters, car, bus, tent, cabin
  - Return to Health Lodge for testing in 1-2 days if symptoms do not improve.
- UNVACCINATED –
  - Quarantine off reservation for 5 days
  - Obtain a Covid-19 test from a location that will provide written test result to be presented to the Health Lodge (CVS, health dept, Walgreens etc) in the afternoon or evening on day 5 before return.
    - If NEGATIVE may return to camp
      - If staff, may return evening of day 5. May return to duties the next morning.
      - Campers return next morning after day 5.
    - If POSITIVE – Call Health Lodge for modification of quarantine.

IF IN DOUBT, PLEASE ASK.
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